NUDURA 6" (152mm) STANDARD FORM UNIT

BRICK VENEER c/w 1" (25mm) AIR SPACE AND BRICK TIES

HORIZ/VERT REINFORCEMENT AS PER CODE OR AS SPECIFIED

STEEL SUPPORT ANGLE c/w NELSON STUDS AS SPECIFIED

HAUNCHED SLAB REINFORCEMENT AS PER CODE OR AS SPECIFIED

THROUGH WALL FLASHING AS PER CODE OR AS SPECIFIED

NUDURA FLOOR TECHNOLOGY OR EQUIVALENT RIGID INSULATION AS SPECIFIED

1/8" (5mm) ACRYLIC PARGE COAT

INSTALL SLOPED INSULATION TO SUIT FROST PENETRATION DEPTH AS SPECIFIED BY LOCAL CODES

½" (13mm) GYPSUM BOARD

STEEL DOWELS TO MATCH VERTICAL REINFORCEMENT IN SLAB (EMBED 40x BAR DIAMETER) INSTALLED AS PER CODE OR AS SPECIFIED

FOAM FILL INTERLOCK GAPS CONTINUOUS WITH NUDURA LOW EXPANSION POLYURETHANE SPRAY FOAM BOTH INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

SLAB ON GRADE

NUDURA FLOOR TECHNOLOGY

COMPACTED GRANULAR FILL

DISCLAIMER NOTICE:
SPECIFIC INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR COMPLIANCE WITH LOCAL CODES IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE DESIGNER

NUDURA 6" (152mm) FORM UNIT HAUNCHED SLAB DETAIL BRICK VENEER FINISH INSULATED
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BUILDING VALUE.